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The Celestial Trees of "Knowledge-of-Good-and-Evil" and "life," and Their
Forbidden Fruit
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"Tree, Of, Knowledge, Of, Good, Evil"
Figure 29: Constellation-writing wordplay encrypted in tbe cuneiform titles for the
Pegasus Square imparted "Tree, Of, Knowledge, Of, Good, Evil."
Jewish astrologer-magicians in the tradition of Daniel would have known that the
Pegasus Square or "Field" constellation depicted an Iku, which was not a tangible object but
instead functioned as a unit of surface area sirnilar to the English acre. The physical object
depicted in the constellation was a "plot-of-Iand" spelled iku or igu in Akkadian. 5 Hence,
Jewish magicians understood that the object depicted in the Field constellation was an 19u,
which is a homophone for IGU-the logogram that represented sa/"of' and napistu/"life," in
Akkadian. 6 And we have seen that the word "tree" was encoded in the Garden constellation's
astroglyph, LAGAB, the logogram for inbu, "fruit tree" (Figs. 29, 30). Therefore, the words
"Tree, Of, Life" were enciphered as constellation-writing puns on the tenns for Pegasus
Square (Fig. 30).
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Figure 30: The words "Tree, Of, Life" were enciphered as constellation-writing puns in
the cuneiform titles for the Pegasus Square.
The "Garden of Eden" story reports that the Trees ofKnowledge-of-Knowledge-of
Good-and-Evil and Life are located "in the midstlmiddle ofthe Garden" (btwk hgn). In
Genesis 3:3 Eve teIls the Serpent that Elohim/"Gods" told her that she and Adam may eat from
any tree in the Garden, "But from the tree that [is] in the midstlmiddle ofthe Garden you must
not eat from it..." Thus, the locality ofthe Trees ofKnowledge-of-Knowledge-of-Good-and
Evil and Life demarcated their forbidden nature. This concept can be traced to a lumäsi
writing puns in the Pegasus Square's cWleiform titles.
We have seen that the original, Mesopotamian title for the "Garden in Eden" was
GAN 2/"Field." Ancient synonym lists equate GAN 2 with the logo gram A-SA 3 ("field").7 The
logogram A meant ina, "in," in Akkadian, while SA3 meant libbu, "inner part of an area."g
When used together in a prepositional phrase (ina libbi) they render, "in the midst of.,,9 This
Akkadian wordplay corresponds with the synonymous Hebrew term: btwk, "in the
midstlmiddle"; which specified the location of these fruit-bearing trees (Fig. 31).
Moreover, the Swnerian logogram A r SAG3 stood for the Akkadian word asakku,
"taboo"-based on the idea that certain items or objects were forbidden because they were
intended for a god. 10 Jewish astrologer-magicians' proficiency in the cuneiform script implies
knowledge that the SAG3 sign in Ar SAG3 ("taboo") could just as easily be read SAG3 .)) Thus
A r SAG3 could be pronounced A r SAG3 ("ASAG"). The latter forms a homophone with the
Garden's constellation's logograrn, GAN 2, which was also read ASAG, "field."12 Hence,
3

lumäsi-writing puns encrypted in the cuneifonn titles for the Pegasus Square imparted: "Fruit,
In-the-MiddlelMidst, Of, the Garden, Forbidden"; words that correspond with the Genesis
prohibition against eating this Fruit from the trees "in the middle/midst" of the Garden (Fig.

31).
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Pegasus Square = GAN2 = Gan = "Garden" (in Hebrew)
= GAN2 = A-SA3 = "Field"
= GAN2 = A-SA3 = ina libbi = "In the MiddlelMidst"
= G AN2/ASAG = A-SAG3/A-SAG3 = "Forbidden"
= GAN 2 = Us = U3 = "Of'

CI

LAGAB = inbu = "Fruit"

"Fruit, In-the-MiddlefMidst, Of, the Garden, Forbidden"
Figure 31: Constellation-writing puns in the original cuneiform term for the Garden,
GAN 2, conveyed the words "in the middle/midst" and "taboo"; a correlate with the
Judaic deity's prohibition against eating froit from the Trees "in the middle/midst" of
the Garden.
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"Adam, Cares-For, C ultivates, tbe Garden"
Figure 32: Lumäsi-writing puns correspond witb Adam's functional purpose to "till" and
"care for" tbe Garden in Genesis.

Adam's Expulsion from the Astral Garden
Genesis 3 :23-24 reads:
And Yhwh-Gods sent him [Adam] from the Garden of Eden ...
And he drove the man out, he placed on the east side ofthe Garden-of-Eden
cherubim and a flaming sword flashing back and forth to guard the way to the

tree-of-life.
Two different puns correspond with Adam's expulsion from the Garden.
In verse 3:23 Yhwh-Elohim "he-sent-him" (yslbhw) from the Garden, and in the next

verse "he-drove-out" (ygrS) the man. To discem the wordplay we must first recall that Jewish
astrologer-magicians knew the logograrn for the Garden constellation, GAN 2 , was also written
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on a slant, called GAN 2-tenu (Fig. 5), which could be read KlRh And the latter phonates

KJRl 6 , the Swnerian word for "Garden" and the logograrn representing the Akkadian verb
farädu, "to send away, drive

OUt.,,16

After conjugating the verb for coherence we are left with

the lumäsi-writing puns: "Yhwh-Elohim, Sent-Away, Drove-Out, Adam, From, the Garden";
words that correlate with words in Genesis 3:23 and 3:24 (Fig. 33).
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" YhJfJh -Eloh im, Drove-Away, Sent-Out, Adam, F l'om, the Garden"
Figure 33: LumäSi-writing wordplay corresponds to the manner in which Yhwh-Elohim
expelled Adam from the Garden in Genesis 3:23-24.

The Cherubim and Flaming-Revolving-Sword
After driving the Man from the Garden in verse 24, Yhwh-Elohim stationed Cherubim
and a "Flaming-Sword tuming back and forth" on the "east side" ofthe Garden to guard the
way to the Tree-of-Life. Constellation-writing puns correspond to the astral identities and
loeation ofthese enigmatie figures.
During the Babylonian enslavement, Jewish astrologer-scholars learned that the full
term for Aries was LU 2-ljUN-GA 2, and that LU 2/"Man" (Adam in Hebrew) was pronouneed
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"LU," which phonated the word Lul"Bull." l? Ancient lexical commentaries equated Lul"Bull"
with Sedu, a kind of divine, "Protector-Spirit" whose appearance resembled a winged, human
headed bull (Fig. 34).18 Hence, wordplay dictated that the "Man"IAdam constellation depicted
in Aries also embodied a human-headed-winged-bull or "Protector-Spirit"ISedu shown in Fig.
34.

Figure 34: Taurus was a type of Sedu, a protector-spirit depicted with a human head
and bull's body. Taurus is shown here as a Sedu being slain by Gilgamesh (right) and
Enkidu. (sketch by Ashley McCurdy)
Moreover, Sumerian-Akkadian dictionaries equate the logogram for "Bull"/GU4 , with
the epithet Rabu, "Great-One," and then go on to equate Rabul"Great-One" with the term: GI?
rubu, "important, noble person.,,19 A Mesopotamian-trained, Jewish astrologer-magician

would have understood that Ghwas an alternate reading for ljUN, the abbreviated logogram
for the Man/Adam constellation (Aries). He would also have known that the singular and
plural forms of rubu are spelled identically.20 Hence, cuneiform puns divulged that Aries
embodied a Winged-Bull that could be called Gh-rubu (pronounced "Girubu") a term that
renders the exact Hebrew spelling for Cherubim (Karubfm). This rnight explain why there
were plural Cherubim stationed east of the Garden, not just one Cherub (Fig. 35). Hence,
constellation-writing wordplay in Aries embodied the word Cherubim (Karubfm).
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Pegasus Square = GAN2 = Ganl"Garden" (in Hebrew)
Aries = l]UN /Gh = Gh-rubU = Chenlbim (in Hebrew)
= HUN/KU = "At , From"
Aries = LU2-l]UN -GA2
LUz/LÜ = Lu/"Bull" = PIRlG = PIRlG2IUD = "East"
GA2 = "Put, Place"
Aquarius = Yhwh-Elohim

-

"Yhwh-Elohim, Put, Cherubim, At, the East, From, the Garden"
Figure 35: Constellation-writing puns in Aries embodied Cherubim, and tbeir local east
of tbe Garden as stated in Genesis.
Genesis 3 :24 infonns that Yhwh-Gods "placed" the Cherubim of Aries "at the east

from the Garden of Eden" (yskn mqdm 19n). This also bears a direct correlation with lumäsi
writing puns. The GA 2portion ofLU 2 IjUN-GA 2/Aries meant "to put, place." LU 2
(pronounced LU) fonned a homonym with Lu, "BuH," which was represented by the
9
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Pegasus Square = AS GAN2 = "One-Field"
AS = ina = "From"
GAN 2= Gan/"Garden" (i n Hebrew)
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~
LAGAB = lawit, sabäru = "Turning-Back-ano-Forth; Encircling"
LAGAB/NIGlN2 = NIGIN3 = "East"
LAGAB/GIR8 = GIR2 = "Sword"
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"Yh wh-Elohim, Placed, the Flaming, Turning, Sword, East, From, the Garden"

Figure 36: Lumasi-writing puns enciphered in the Gardeo's cuneiform titles describe the
"Flamiog-Turoiog-Sword" of Genesis 3:24.
The notion that Yhwh-Elohim had "placed" the Cherubim and Flaming-Turning
Sword: "at [the] east of [the] Garden of Eden" (mqdm 19n) also correlates to stellar wordplay,
The Garden constellation' s original cuneiforrn title was AS GAN 2• AS embodying the word
"from,,23 Recall that Babylonian scholars often viewed GAN 2 as an alternate form of the GA 2
sign, which represented the Akkadian verb sakiinu, "to place.,,24 And we have shown that the
square Garden' s resemblance to LAGAB imbued it with the reading NIGIN 2, which phonated
the word NIGIN 3/"east" (Fig. 6). After conjugating the verb for coherence the puns yield:
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"Yhwh-Elohim, Placed, the Flaming, Turning, Sword, East, From, the Garden"; which

corresponds to the Hebrew in Genesis 3:24.
Thus lumäsi-writing wordplays imparted the presence of Cherubim and a Flaming
Turning-Sword "east ofthe Garden" (Fig. 37).

"Placed East
of the Garden"

Figure 37: Constellation-writing puns in the Pegasus Square and Aries imparted that
Cherubim and a "Flaming-Turning-Sword" were placed east of the Garden. Note that,
in the celestial sky, east is left.

Conclusion
Recent textual evidence indicates that Genesis was written during the Babylonian
enslavement. During this time ludaic scholars such as Daniel and Ezekiel were taken ho stage
and indoctrinated with the occult wisdom of the Babylonian ummGnu, or "scholar-magician,"
whose skillset inc1uded astrology. During such inculcations lewish neophytes learned secret,
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1 CAD 7, 144, inbu 1. lexical section.
2 Ibid. 14, 68, raggu, lexical section.
3 For MUL4 read DU? see: ePSD: mul4; For DUIOIDUG J = !äbu/"good" see: ePSD: DUG J ; For ikit/"field," read Us see:
CAD 7, 69, ikit, lexical section (note tIUSI = Us); For U, U 2 = uznu, "knowledge, wisdom, understanding" see: CAD
20, 362, uznu 3., lexical section; For UJ = sa/"of" see: CAD 17/pt.l, I, sa, lexical section.
4 I contend that the pun UJ = sa/"of' inspired the corresponding Hebrew construct chain.
5 CAD 7,66, iku, and especially 68.
6 IGU was read SI (Borger Zeichenfexikon, p. 187, no. 724); CAD 17/pt.!, 1 sa lexical section; ibid. Illpt. 1,296-7
napislu Jexical sectioD.
7 GAN 2 is equated with A-SA J = eqfu, "field" (CAD 4, 249, eqfu, lexical section).
8 Ibid. 7,141-142, ina, lexical section; ibid. 9, 164-165, libbu.
9 Huehnergard Akkadian Grammar 503.
10 CAD l/pt.2, 326-327, asakku B.
11 ePSD: sagJ.
12 Borger Zeichenfexikon, p. 470.
13 BDB 713.
14 APTN was read URU 4 (Borger Zeichenfexikon, pp. 263-264, no. 90); CAD 4, p. 285, eresu B, lexical section.
15 IGI was read IGU (Borger Zeichenfexikon, p. 491); CAD I/pt.2 pp.5-6 amäru A 2., lexical sectioD.
16 CAD 19 p. 50-1 !arädu A 2., 3., lexical section (Dote: KIRJJSAR).
171bid. 9, 227, fit A.
18 The Jogograrn for Taurus, GU 4, and UDUG are both listed as logograms for e!emmu, "ghost ofthe dead" (ibid. 4,
397, e!emmu). Yet UDUG was also the logograrn for Sedu, which iDdirectly imbued GU 4 with the same meaning (ibid.
17/pt.2, 256, sedu A, lexical section).
19 For GUJ"BuH" = raM see: CAD 14,27, raM, lexical section; For rabit = ruM, which thereby equates raM with GI 7
ruM, see: ibid. p. 28, lexical sectioD; ibid. 396, ruM A, lexical section.
20 Huehnergard A kkadian Gramrnar 517.
21 PIRlG 2 is an alternate reading for UD (ePSD: ud); For PIRIGJUD = $/lu/"east" see: CAD 16,215, $/lu, lexical
section.
22 CAD 6, 62, bamii!u A, lexical section.
23 CAD 7, 141, ina, lexical section.
24 Also possible is that the Genesis author(s) noticed that GAN 2 was also read GA J , forming a homophone with GA 2 =
sakänurto put, place."

